
Pre-assemble all components as shown in the pictures below and test fit onto your aerobar system.

NOTE:  The two main base plate pieces are slightly different from each other from a design perspective as there is an offset on where 

the two pieces overlap when placed together as a system. This is very subtle to notice, but it allows the bottle cage and computer to be 

perfectly level when mounted on the bike’s aerobars. Pre-assembly the complete system  and fit to the aerobar extensions for general 

placement layout.   Note :  Double check all mounting hardware to make sure everything is tight.  

Between The Arms (BTA) Installation Instructions

Inquiries:  Glen Alden   (glen@alden-designs.com) 

The bottom portion of the computer mount system is slotted where 

it mates to the main base plate to allow for the different Garmin 

computer lengths.  The mount is designed to work with all twist 

mount Garmin computers (200, 500, 510, 800, 810)

Due to the fact that the computer mount portion of the unit 

is mounted to the main base plates with only one screw  

and sandwiched between the mount and bottle cage an 

anti-rotate feature is required. 

Cut and place a small piece of the included double sided 

adhesive tape to the bottom side of the bottom portion of 

the computer mount where it mates to the main base plate 

(as shown)  This tape will act as the anti-rotate device for 

the complete computer mount.  

The BTA’s finish is the plain matte finish (straight out of the mold, no clear coat) for the popular stealth 

look.  However, if you would like a more luster appearance, apply a good silicon based spray shine to 

the system, apply regularly as needed.  Motorcycle shops offer very good products for this purpose. I 

use Maxima SC, Motul and other products (as shown in the picture to the right),  all are very good. 

To complete the installation, position the complete BTA system to the aerobar extensions  and 

attach with the included zip ties.

Typical final 

assembly

shown (cage 

not included)

NOTE:  Additional zip ties and hardware are included for convenience, 

all of the included hardware is aircraft grade stainless steel.

The upper portion of the computer mount  

is drilled in four locations to work with all 

twist mount Garmin computers (200, 500, 

510, 800, 810), as well as the 310XT 

mounts (where mount is rotated 90 º)

Place one or two washers 

(included) as shown in 

this location.  This acts to 

level the bottle cage on 

the mount with the slotted 

computer mount placed 

between the main base 

plate and the bottle cage
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